MCE41/61-D
Module 9
Learning Guide
Elements of Vocation I: Nature
Before you start...





Do pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide) and explore one optional reading on Moodle
Explore Unit Guide journal topics, getting ready to post to forums (modules 4-12)
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
If it’s your turn, come ready to share your “kingdom taster” or “resources show & tell”

1. INTRODUCTION
Welcome to week nine of “Integrating Faith and Work”. Having explored four pathways for vocational
stewardship, being Bloom, Donate, Invent, and Invest, this module we attend to the first element of
vocation, being the nature of our kingdom work. How might we offer a foretaste of God’s peace-full reign
through the day-to-day tasks we do? We will explore issues of empowerment, equity, enjoyment and
efficiency. We begin with a case study regarding participating in God’s compassionate work, applying the
strategies of modelling godly character and service.
This module launches Section C of the course: “Stewarding Vocation: Seeking Shalom on Your Frontline.”
Next module we attend to the second element of vocation, being the context of your work.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
 Evaluate how well we model godly character and service in our vocation. Students will modify the
way they do one core task to better participate in God’s compassionate work.
OUTCOMES
This module contributes to the following outcomes. On successful completion of this and similarly focused
modules, students should be able to:
Knowledge:
d. Critically compare and contrast the various dimensions of vocation and strategies for restraining sin
and promoting shalom through their work
Skill:
g. Strategise how to live one’s vocation for greater witness, creating a faithful and fruitful plan
Application:
i. Plan church-wide approaches to support/deploy those with your vocation in holistic evangelization
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 6:15-9:00pm, breaks from 7:05-7:10pm, and 7:55-8:05pm)
6:15 Case Study of Compassionate Work: Modelling Godly Character and Service (50 minutes)
7:10 Business Time: Show & Tell, Kingdom Taster, and Small Groups (45 minutes)
8:05 Nature of Vocation and Related Issues: Empowerment, Equity, Enjoyment, Efficiency (55 minutes)
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2. CASE STUDY OF COMPASSIONATE WORK:
MODELLING GODLY CHARACTER AND SERVICE

Resources Module 9.1
The references (see §6 below) contain fantastic material. Let me highlight what’s there and on Moodle:
Each module until this course’s end we begin with case studies of different ways we may
participate with God in our vocation. The categories used for these case studies, of ways God is
at work, come from Banks (1999). Extra case studies in class include Dr. Rama Spencer (GP),
partnering with OHOH (Our House Our Haven), and Dr. Luke Heazlewood, caring for new-grads
through YDC (Young Dental Conference) podcast, conference and mentoring.
For more detail on the frameworks used, such as the 6M’s (modelling godly character, making
good work, ministering grace and love, moulding culture, being a mouthpiece for truth and justice,
and being a messenger of the gospel) see the various resources of the London Institute of
Contemporary Christianity on their website: Fruitfulness on the frontline discussion guide here
(Marshall and Warton 2014), transcript here (Greene 2014b), “You and Your Frontline” mapping
tool here (LICC 2010), and Transforming work discussion guide on Moodle here (LICC 2014), with
materials available by downloading their mobile app from here. The best entry point is Mark
Greene’s address at the 2016 Malyon Transforming Work Conference (video and manuscript).
Dorothy Sayers (1893-1957), British writer and Christian humanist, contributed important
reflections around war-time to highlight that we serve God through the very nature of our work,
not simply saving souls and helping people. For more on this, see her 12 page essay “Why Work”
here (Sayers 1947). If this captures your interest, delve further with her essay “Vocation in Work”
(Sayers 1942) and Simmons’ (2004) essay unpacking Sayers’ theology of work.
A number of theological books and statements are particularly focused on the nature of our
work, including Adeney and Heath (2010), Boone (2014), Crouch (2008), DeKoster (2010), Pope
John Paul II (1981), and Sherman and Hendricks (1987).
For some helpful biblical case studies of participating in God’s compassionate work, and
glorifying God through the nature of our work, see Stevens (2012) and Peabody (2010),
particularly focused on Joseph and Daniel. See also Bec Vallee’s 10 minute nursing testimony.
We willl return to issues of justice in a subsequent module. However, this module we do address
questions of equity, and what it means to serve “the least of these”—the homeless, prisoners,
the poor, even abused animals—in our work. For more on these themes, see the work of
Dorothy Day who established the Catholic Workers Movement (official site here), the World
Movement of Christian Workers, the reflections of French activist Madeleine Delbrêl (2000), and
the work of Gary Haugen (2009) as founder of the International Justice Mission (IJM; Australian
Branch here).
The set-reading for this module by Henry (2008) helpfully revisits core themes of calling, working
from faith to add virtue, knowledge, self-control, perseverance, godliness, brotherly kindness,
and love, that our work may truly be a vocation.

2.1

Compassionate Work and Christ-like Modelling

Banks (1999, 25) summarises God’s compassionate work thus:
There is a distinct overlap between this dimension of God’s work and justice work. Compare
especially the divinely appointed “servant” described in the prophets (Isa 40-55). In linking God’s
activity here with its human counterpart, one thinks immediately of the helping professions,
ranging from doctors, nurses and paramedics, psychologists, therapists, community workers,
home visitors, personnel directors, and welfare agents. In addition to these, many people are
involved in some kind of helping work in a part-time capacity or as part of their regular job
responsibilities, both inside and outside the home.
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In reflecting on God’s compassionate work, medicine-related occupations and nurturing metaphors readily
come to the fore. This is a good thing. There are countless ways we can participate in healing action
through such fields.
And yet, in previous modules I have contested that every vocation will display each of the six dimensions of
God’s activity in the world: redemptive, creative, providential, justice, compassionate, and revelatory work.
As such, I have chosen three case-studies beyond the health profession to help you see meaningful ways in
which you may join in God’s compassionate work in your calling, whatever it is. Appropriate to the posture
of Jesus’ followers in the world, each example comes from the service industry.
Before we turn to this task, let’s sharpen the focus on how we may participate in this kingdom work. As
LICC outlines in their course (Marshall and Warton 2014, 7), we work towards “fruitfulness on our
frontline” by
 modelling godly character (module 9)
“In tough times and easy ones, with difficult people and delightful people, how might you manifest
the fruit of the Spirit—love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and
self-control? Which one is a struggle for you? Are you praying that you grow in the Christ-likeness
of your responses?”
 ministering grace and love (module 10, also 9)
“There are many ways to do this, not only in practical care and kindness for those who need it, but
through the way we respond in difficult and indeed ordinary situations. How do we engage with the
check-out person, or the lonely shopper in the charity shop, or the new parent at the school gate,
or do an appraisal with the other person’s long-term interests at heart, not just the company’s?”
 being a mouthpiece for truth and justice (module 10, also 9 and 13)
“There will be times when being a disciple means speaking up against things that are unfair,
unhealthy or untruthful, and speaking up for things that are true and just and good. It takes
courage, wisdom and prayer.”
 multiplying kingdom resources (module 11 … we have added this ‘m’ to LICC’s 6 M’s)
As with the parable of the talents, it takes resources to make things happen. By turning our
attention to the income and money associated with our frontline, we can be more intentional
about leveraging our finances for kingdom work.
 moulding culture (module 11, also 9)
“Culture is ‘the way we do things round here’. Although you may not be able to change the way
your company or your gym or your parents’ association does things by next Monday, you may well
be able to begin with a few people and a few small actions. What things bother you – and what are
the values that underpin them? What could be done differently that would make it a better place
for people to flourish? What would make it more like God’s will being done on earth as in heaven?”
 making good work (module 12, also 9)
“This includes both what we do and how we do it. It means doing good work that serves other
people, contributes to human flourishing and stewards creation. It means doing your tasks
consciously for the Lord, in the Spirit, to his glory, seeking his wisdom, his strength and his touch.
Your best with his transforming help.”
 being a messenger of the gospel (module 13, also 8)
“You may not get an opportunity every day, or even every month, but ask God who he might want
you to pray for. Ask someone else to pray for you, to offer wisdom and hold you accountable. Be
ready ‘to give a reason for the hope that is in you’ (1 Peter 3:15). Don’t be driven by false guilt. Rest
in God, trust his timing, build trust and relationships, care for people and share what Jesus has
done in your life and what he offers to everyone. Celebrate the steps you see people making
towards Jesus.”
As with participating in God’s work, each mode (7 M’s) inter-relates. There can be no neat demarcation.
Nevertheless, we will attend to at least one strategy each module.
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Class Activity 9.1 – 15 minutes
At first glance, how are you going with living these M’s on your frontline? While we will unpack each in
subsequent modules, this activity will help you become more intentional and address weak spots. 1
means this strategy is very weak; 5 means you are aware and somewhat effective; 10 means you are
highly intentional with a plan and are seeing significant fruitfulness in this mode/strategy.
Modelling godly character
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ What is the primary form this strategy takes on your frontline? _____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Initial idea on how to be more intentional in this aspect? __________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Ministering grace and love
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ What is the primary form this strategy takes on your frontline? _____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Initial idea on how to be more intentional in this aspect? __________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
being a Mouthpiece for truth and justice
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ What is the primary form this strategy takes on your frontline? _____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Initial idea on how to be more intentional in this aspect? __________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Multiplying kingdom resources
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ What is the primary form this strategy takes on your frontline? _____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Initial idea on how to be more intentional in this aspect? __________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Making good work
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ What is the primary form this strategy takes on your frontline? _____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Initial idea on how to be more intentional in this aspect? __________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Moulding culture
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ What is the primary form this strategy takes on your frontline? _____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Initial idea on how to be more intentional in this aspect? __________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
being a Messenger of the gospel
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ What is the primary form this strategy takes on your frontline? _____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Initial idea on how to be more intentional in this aspect? __________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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2.1.1 Modelling Godly Character
For a detailed exploration of this facet of fruitfulness, see LICC’s “Fruitfulness on the Frontlines” transcript
and discussion guide. Following are some of the key points on how we may model godly character.
We have touched on some of these themes, particularly the fruit of the spirit, in Module 7, “Forming
Spirituality for Shalom.”
Key Question: How might I model godly character on my frontline?
Key Passages: Philippians 1:9-11; Galatians 5:13-26
Key Point: The fruit of the Spirit (singular: one fruit, 9 flavours) is the outworking of the Holy Spirit
operative in our lives. It springs from finding our identity, especially at work, in Christ.
Useful Discussion Starters:
֍ When you think of godly character, who is the first person that you think of?
Can you think of a time when they responded to a situation in a particularly godly way?
֍ Reflecting on the fruit of the Spirit, tell a story illustrating how your character has either helped or
hindered your fruitfulness on the frontline.
֍ Can you think of an instance when you grew in godly character during an ‘uncomfortable’ time on your
frontline?
֍ Are there particular situations on your frontline where the rubber hits the road and these characteristics
(fruit of the Spirit) are tested?
֍ The fruit of the Spirit are characterised by inner assurance and selfless love. What can stop us from
being others-orientated on our frontlines?
֍ If the fruit aren’t a to-do-list, but rather come from walking with God, what might it mean for us to
“keep in step with the Spirit” (Gal 5:25) on our frontlines?
Actions in Response:
 Thank God for the good fruit you see growing on your frontline; ask him to show more of his love
for others through you in the week ahead.
 Ask for God’s forgiveness for a time you regret where you failed to model godly character; thank
him that he promises to continue to be at work in us.
 Pray that God would shape your character on your frontline this week. Get prayer for a particular
situation where you might find it more difficult to respond in a godly way.

Reflection Activity 9.1 – Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the questions below, ticking off the related boxes
of the unit guide.
#9.1 Based upon class activity 9.1 and the notes above, how would you rate your intentionality and
effectiveness in terms of modelling godly character?
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2.2

Case Studies of Compassion in the Service Industry

As in the pre-reading this module (Sherman 2011, 161-167), there are multiple case-studies that can
illustrate how to “bloom” where we’re planted:
 in academia (“a historian promotes racial reconciliation”)
 in art (“a dancer promotes social justice”)
 in business (“an entrepreneur creates economic opportunity”)
 in entertainment (“a comedian promotes truth”)
 in government (“a senator advocates for the vulnerable”)
 in fashion (“a designer promotes creation care”)
 and in agriculture (“a farmer promotes safety in his industry”)

Figure 2 “Homeless Jesus” sculpture by Timothy Schmalz, see here

Following Module 1, our efforts to restrain sin
and promote shalom should serve the
flourishing of all. Even so, as Jesus announces in
Luke 4:16-18 and illustrates in Matthew 25:3146, our occupational efforts should be slanted
toward serving the “least of these”: the poor,
the oppressed, the outcast, the prisoner, the
blind. Remember, too, that our concern is not
simply spiritual, or even a person’s individual
physical needs. God’s compassion extends to
institutions, the earth and the creatures therein.

So, following are three case studies. Each illustrates how we may join in God’s compassionate work. Each is
drawn from the service industry. Collectively, they model what it means to care for the wider community,
customers/clientele, workers, and even animals with whom we share the planet. While each of LICC’s “M’s”
are in play, pay particular attention to how the fruitfulness and effectiveness of this work depends on
Christ-followers modelling godly character, such as the virtue of kindness.

Class Activity 9.2 – 45 minutes
Explore the first case-study for 30 minutes, looking at how “Cup from Above” joins in God’s
compassionate work in the way they make and serve coffee (§2.2.1 below). Then, spend the remaining
15 minutes on one of the shorter clips in the subsequent sections.
֍ What most impacted you in these clips?
֍ How did these people express God’s compassion through the very nature of their vocation?
֍ What role does modelling godly character play in the fruitfulness of their work? Which virtues?
֍ How does this relate to, challenge, and inspire you to live your calling?
֍ In response, what is one change you will make—whether in how you work or the nature of your
job—to more faithfully and fruitfully participate in the compassionate work of God?

Reflection Activity 9.2 – Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the questions below, bouncing off class activity 9.2
above, ticking off the related boxes of the unit guide.
#9.2 What impacted you most in the clips you watched? Specifically, how do you participate in God’s
compassionate work, and what one change might you make to be more fruitful on your frontline?
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2.2.1 “Cup from Above”—Coffee in Service of Compassion
<<Distance students may wish to check Moodle after the scheduled date of this session, for an mp3
interview with owner Adam James from Cup from Above conducted in class this module>>
As explained on their web-site here,
Cup From Above is a community cafe. This
means it is run by the community for the
community. We work with many different
organisations, businesses, churches and
politicians for the greater good of the
community.
The word community comes from the latin
word “munio” which means to build, to
fortify or to strengthen. We believe that
together we are built up, fortified &
strengthened. We look out for one
another and help each when we’re in need.
Located at 1359 Gympie Rd., Aspley (Brisbane, Qld), Cup From Above “exists to Love & Connect the
Community.” Their vision (2016 vision video here) is worth quoting at length:
To proactively acknowledge an
ever increasing need emerging
between disadvantaged
people and the broader
community; recognising the
opportunity to give life
ownership to the
disadvantaged via quality
training and an authentic
occupation. …
Cup From Above emerged
from recognising a need of
training and integration for
people with disabilities and
addressing it pragmatically within the community. A cafe used as a vehicle, chiefly by people with
varying disabilities to learn a trade and serve world class, speciality coffee.
The twofold opportunity on offer from the CFA team is to create a
platform for the disadvantaged within the community; providing
inspiration through education and ultimately vocational options to the
volunteers. Ultimately, for the team to learn a skill for use for their
future in a safe and supportive environment where people connect
with a genuine sense of purpose.
Our vision for the future is to be renowned as the cafe that provides
exceptional food & coffee while championing the needs of its local
community.
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Explore their web-site for whatever is of most interest and relevance to your own call. That said, here are
some key resources that may be helpful:


7 minute video telling the story of
Kevin Kelly, one of CFA’s team
members here (on site here)



ABC Radio National interview
with CFA here, highlighting the
“suspended coffee movement”
buying food and drink for future
customers in need.
(12 minute mp3 here; 2 minute
grab here.) More information on
“Caffeine Kindness” here.



CFA facebook here



Facebook site here for CFA’s “Street
Week”, where they lived rough with the
homeless and blogged their experience.
Introductory video here.

֍ How might your kingdom business show kindness to the disadvantaged?
How do you balance concerns for people and the planet when your holistic
purpose starves profits?

2.2.2 “Homeboy Industries”—Baking with Gangbangers
Set up by Father Greg Boyle, be
inspired by this social enterprise.
Picture former gang members
baking bread together and sowing
back into their community. What
could be more kingdom than this
kinship?
Explore their web-site and
facebook page. You’ll find stories
of transformation on “Tattoos on
the Heart”, like Javier Chavez.
Watch this 6 minute overview
video here.

For “the basics” on what they do, see the infographic below.
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Homeboy Industries serves
high-risk, formerly ganginvolved men and women
with a continuum of free
services and programs, and operates several social
enterprises that serve as job-training sites.
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You’ll find a fantastic
collection of their videos—
including King Arthur Flour’s
tips on braiding a six strand
loaf!—on their youtube
channel here. My favourite is
the 6 minute clip on “Baking
with Purpose”.

(I won’t turn this into an extra case-study, but you’ll find secular equivalents with a similar vision in
organisations such as Timpson handy-man services in the UK, “great service by great people”. They take
great pride in the nature of their work, building a much needed skill set through very intentional mentoring
and progressive training for workers. Through the Timpson foundation, they have partnered with corrective
services to train prisoners and ex-offenders, so they have meaningful work after leaving gaol. Now, 5
percent of their recruits come from prison, 75 percent stayed for over 12 months, and 10 have become
branch managers.)

֍ How could your vocation in its very nature work towards peace, reconciling natural enemies and
forming them into a community of love that sows back into the surrounding community?

2.2.3 “Nose2Tail Pet Care”—Nurturing Nature
Reeda Close, a committed Christian, established the multi-award winning business “Nose2Tail” in 2003 in
response to her faith and concern for animal-welfare. Starting with a mobile dog washing, walking and pet
sitting service, by 2007 she opened a retail salon and grooming service in Oxley, Brisbane. In 2008 she
sourced a line of eco-friendly, all natural and organic products, subsequently opening another store in
2009. Taking the nature of her work seriously, in 2011 she trained in Greenville, North Carolina, to become
Australia’s first certified Faline Master Groomer. Since that time, she has pulled back to specialise in cat and
dog grooming at one location, and has finally moved into ecologically friendly essential oils for total health.
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Throughout the testimonials, her
concern for both effective service and
care of both pets and the environment is
evident. In Reeda’s words, she set up
Nose 2 Tail Pet Care “because she loves
animals and finds great joy when
working with them. She also had a desire
to help educate pet owners on the
correct care of their furry best friends
and provide high quality service to all her
clients.” This is a holistic witness.
You can watch a 3 ½ minute interview,
“God at Work: Tending” that I did with
Reeda back in 2009 here, or read on …
֍ Through our vocation, we are to seek a quadruple bottom line of economic profitability, social capital,
spiritual capital, and environmental sustainability (profit, people, purpose, planet). How might you better
care for all God’s creation and creatures through the nature of your work?

<<This article and subsequent interview was first published in KBC Life, 2009, Kenmore Baptist Church>>
The idea behind this interview is simple: what you do with the majority of your hours matters; it’s a
spiritual act of service as you seek first the kingdom of God (Matthew 6:33; Colossians 3:17). We all have
a ‘vocation’—where we invest the majority of our hours, whether as a mum or a student, as a 9-5 factory
worker or a legal eagle. It’s great for us each to invest ‘spare time’ into volunteering through a churchbased ministry. But your greatest ministry of all may well be the ‘church’ (those called out by Christ and
sent into the world on mission) deployed during the week, as we more intentionally direct our efforts
toward restraining sin and promoting shalom—flourishing through right relatedness with God, each other,
and this world God loves.
This time you’ll hear from pet groomer, Reeda Close. Now, your first response may be, “Aw, dealing with
all those cute, furry little beasts—how nice.” But for a moment, banish those images of cuddly rabbits,
Siamese cats, and lap dogs. Our context here is exploring how every person’s vocation is a mission field.
Which raises the question, “Can you really serve God tending animals? Okay, you can care for pet owners—
loving God and loving others. But if you only ever groomed cats, is this a ‘calling’?”
Well, I’m glad you asked. Granted, humans as God’s image bearers are given an exalted position in all
creation. But that position is to tend the world as God tends us. And how does He tend us? Well, like a
kindly shepherd guiding his silly sheep out of harms way and into green pastures (Psalm 23). Jesus is, after
all, our good shepherd. Our first and ongoing mission was to cultivate the world, and this includes creation
care and animal protection. As Proverbs 12:10 reminds us, “The righteous care for the needs of their
animals, but the kindest acts of the wicked are cruel.” All of creation was designed for God’s glory, and
apparently He cares for the grass of the field and the birds of the air. Thus, we too are called to care for His
creatures, as an expression of righteousness (Genesis 24:19, 32; 33:13-14; Deuteronomy 22:6-7; 25:4).
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It reminds me of Francis of Assisi, bringing animals into the church services so together our voices—barks,
meows, chirps, roars, and—yes—human singing—will give praise to our Father in Heaven. Our canticle of
praise rises alongside brother sun, sister moon, and our cousins ranging from caterpillars to meerkats; it
embraces “all things bright and beautiful, all creatures great and
small.” When Francis read the command to “preach the gospel to
the whole of creation” (Mark 16:15), he literally saved his best
sermon for a flock of swallows congregating together:
“My little sisters the birds, you owe much to God, your Creator,
and you ought to sing his praise at all times and in all places,
because he has given you liberty to fly about into all places; and
though you neither spin nor sew, he has given you a twofold and a
threefold clothing for yourselves and for your offspring. Two of all
your species he sent into the Ark so that you might not be lost to
the world; besides which, he feeds you, though you neither sow
nor reap. He has given you fountains and rivers to quench your
thirst, mountains and valleys in which to take refuge, and trees in
which to build your nests; so that your Creator loves you much,
having thus favoured you with such bounties. Beware, my little
sisters, of the sin of ingratitude, and study always to give praise to
God.” (Little Flowers, Ch. XVI)
As the story goes, Francis made the sign of the cross, and the birds flew off in four companies singing most
sweetly. This was no pantheistic hippy; Francis knew his place in the order of creation.
So, stop abusing your pets—or worse, your neighbour’s pets! Take that hyperactive dog for a walk. Repent
and kick the cat no more! And invest ten minutes now, over a nice cup of coffee, to see what the Kingdom
looks like as pet groomer. Consider how through Reeda, God is at work, tending.
God bless, Dave Benson.

Tell us about your vocation?
I run Nose 2 Tail Pet Care which is a dog and cat
grooming business that focuses on eco friendly, all
natural and organic practices and products.
I started the business in 2003 as a mobile dog
washing business with plans for it to be something I
could take with me should my husband be posted to
another state with his job in the Defence Force. 8
years later, the business has grown into 2 grooming salons and retail outlets located in Oxley and Westlake,
a mobile dog grooming van and an online store.
We offer grooming services for dogs and have recently added cat grooming to our list of skills. Yes we
groom cats – I even went to America to study cat grooming and am Australia’s First Certified Feline Master
Groomer (I really just wanted to know how to do it without getting my face scratched off).
On an average day we see all kinds of sizes, shapes and condition of pets who need our care. We transform
some animals who are in desperate need of attention and tidy up others who are well looked after by their
mums and dads.
My biggest passion is educating owners on the correct care for their animals. This often includes talking to
them about nutrition, grooming, accessories, training and ideas on how to keep their pets mentally
stimulated. I get great satisfaction when I have been able to help someone to make informed decisions
about the care of their animals and I love it when our advice has been followed and the outcome is
beneficial to the animal and the owner!
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About 2 years ago we decided to focus our business on eco friendly, all natural and organic practices and
products. I had always known about the concerns of a lot of products used for pets – (concerns for the
animals, the people around them and the environment) and had made safer choices in a lot of the things
we were doing. I felt convicted about some of the products we were selling to people and the effects they
could have on them and the environment and so decided to exclusively focus all our effort on using and
selling products that we knew were safer for all concerned.
Most people think that being a groomer is all fun and games and that you just get to play with animals all
day. Some days can be relatively easy if all the animals behave, however most days we are in the firing line
(literally) and have to deal with the risk of being bitten, scratched, head butted, sneezed on, constant
barking, matted animals, fleas and animals whose owners don’t give them a chance to toilet before coming
in. We get covered in hair and often eat a lot of it, pull it out of our eyes, mouth and use tweezers to
remove it from the pores of our skin. All that being said, I still have the best job in the world.

Every vocation reflects God's 'very good' over creation, the thorns and thistles of missing the mark with
the fall, and the foretaste of all things being made new through redemption. So what do creation, fall,
and redemption look like in your vocation?
We often come face to face with the obvious
evidence of God’s amazing creation in the
animals we come in contact with every day. You
can see his compassion for them, his humour,
the intricacy of their design and the way
animals have been made to be a part of our
lives. There is an obvious connection between
“man and beast” that to me shows a definite
plan on God’s part to provide us with
companions, whatever animals people choose
to keep as pets.
One of the first responsibilities given to us from
God was to take care of our earth and the animals on it. I see so many people who lovingly follow this
command and make wise decisions on their choice of pet, how to care for it and fully take responsibility for
their choices.
The fall is obvious to me in some very heart wrenching ways. We have people who have made poor choices
concerning which pet or breed to choose. This leads to animals being abused, given up and sometimes even
put to sleep just because they do not fit into the preconceived idea of what that cute puppy or kitten
should turn into or how much work is involved. We regularly have animals come in who have been
neglected by their owners in regards to nutrition, grooming and training which can have damaging affects
on the animals concerned. Some animals that we see are so badly matted that when we remove their hair,
it comes off in one piece and could be laid on the floor like a rug. This causes pain and suffering to the
animals.
Another side to the fall is seen on some of the animals we get in that have been bred purely for profit with
no concern to the welfare of the animal or the grief it can cause their owners. We have dogs whose front
legs are bent so badly that their feet almost point to their back legs, they have multitudes of health
problems that can cost owners thousands of dollars with no guarantee of a healthy pet and behavioural
issues that come from poor breeding.
Even though there are terrible signs of the fall in my everyday work, I also see evidence of how people can
come together to help make things right. We work with a number of rescue organisations that work
tirelessly to help find homes for animals who would otherwise have no home. There are hundreds of foster
carers who take in animals until they can find new homes.
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What does it look like to restrain sin, and promote shalom (i.e., flourishing of every relationship—with
God, others, and the earth) ... that is, what does it mean through your vocation to "seek first the
Kingdom of God and His righteousness-justice" (Matthew 6:33)?
A big part of being a boss for me is making sure I care for my staff and often try to go beyond what may be
expected from a boss in helping them out. I try really hard to develop relationships with my staff that
allows an openness and trust to build. We have recently gone through some tough times with the business
and also had some staff issues. It has been really important for me to not only pray for the direction and
success of Nose 2 Tail Pet Care, but also for blessing and provision for our staff.
There have been many times where having a business like this has allowed me to use our skills and
equipment to help raise money and awareness for different organisations. We have held a fundraiser for
the KBC team before they went on Thailand mission. After the floods there were numerous animals that
were displaced and couldn’t be reunited with their owners. We held a huge fundraiser to help some of the
local rescue organisations that have taken these animals in, cared for them and either found their owners,
or found them new homes. We also often provide free grooming for these rescue groups when they have
animals in need. These opportunities allow me to provide an example to my staff, customers and the
organisations we help that it is important to help out others when there is something you can do.
I think our passion and non-compromising manner that we take to ensure that the products we use and sell
are safe for staff, the pets and the environment sends our staff a message that there are people out there
that truly care about more than just making money. There are a lot of things that we could use and sell that
could make our jobs easier and also make us more money, but we choose to invest in things that put safety
first. I have staff members that have come from other salon environments that have suffered for years with
allergies and health issues that are directly related to the products used in other salons. They see that we
truly care about their health and wellbeing. I believe this helps to build respect and trust which encourages
relationships to develop.
As disciples, we are called to be witnesses who point people to Jesus. So what inroads specific to your
vocation have you found to tell the Big Story of God's reign through Jesus? How might this Epic Story be
told through your vocation?
Through my daily interaction with my staff I am able
to build a relationship with them. I have had
opportunities to share about my beliefs and my
trust in God through the discussions that I have had
while working alongside them.
As mentioned previously, we have recently been
going through some tough times with the business
and this has provided very real opportunities to show
how a reliance and trust in God and his provision can
help to get through tough situations. Even though I
haven’t known what has been going to happen, I
have been able to let the staff know that I am
confident that there is a bigger picture. I have also
mentioned that I know there is a lesson that God wants me to learn through this whole situation. God often
provides things that we may not expect, to be a vehicle of sharing about our relationship with him.
Being a pet-groomer definitely leads to great opportunities to share the gospel. But perhaps you are
wondering how you might share the gospel through this vocation. Well, with Commission Evangelism Group,
we had the opportunity. We volunteered for the RSPCA Million Paws Walk. Great conversations ensued. I
(Dave B) got chatting with this elderly lady nursing a lap-dog, who was an avid pet-lover. Following is a highly
paraphrased version of the conversation we had. She virtually told the gospel to me through her concern for
animals, and I—whilst not fully sharing the gospel—was able to help her connect the dots.
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Me. So why do you help out this day?
Her. Well, it's just so wrong that people abuse their animals, and the RSPCA
does an amazing job. [Circle 2 - Damaged by Evil.]
Me. There are so many causes you could support - why does it anger you so
much that people abuse their animals? ... I mean, does it seem that this
abuse is somehow 'not the way it's supposed to be'?
Her. Definitely - something's gone wrong. I mean, it seems to me we should
get along - like we're responsible to care for the animals - so these people
should be dealt with. [Circle 1 - Designed for Good.]
Me. So they should be punished? But why do they abuse animals - ever
wonder if perhaps there's some deeper brokenness in their own lives, and
that's why they hurt others?
Her. Well, what they're doing is wrong, so—yes—they should be punished.
But I see what you mean - if they've been abused, like by a parent, then it's more likely
they'll hurt others. But how do you deal with that kind of deep scarring? [Circle 3 - Restored for Better.]
Me. Well, I guess the heart of the human problem—a problem which we pass onto animals—is the
problem of the human heart ... we're broken, but we need to have our hurt fixed before we can really help
others. Without getting religious, as least that's what I believe as a Christian. God made us to care for the
animals, which is why we feel responsible. But we selfishly go our own way, thinking we know best. As a
result, the whole world is damaged by evil. But rather than punish us, God steps into this broken world
through Jesus, and pays for all the wrong stuff we've done—including abusing animals—so we can be
restored for better.
Her. Interesting. And this makes a difference, in real life?
Me. Totally. Did you know that it was a committed Christian, William Wilberforce who actually started the
RSPCA - he was the same guy in British Parliament who abolished slavery. For him, any oppression of God's
creatures—whether human or animal—is a type of sin, a brokenness that misses the mark for what God
originally intended. So when God healed William's heart, he was sent together with other followers of
Jesus to help heal the world. And look at his legacy today. [Circle 4 - Sent Together to Heal.]
Her. Still, some so-called 'Christians' are those abusing the animals - it's such a big problem, and it doesn't
seem any one religion will fix it up.
Me. True - and we're all made in God's image, so we all feel some pull to care for the animals - I'm not at
all saying only Christians can make a difference in this world. But God is in the process of fixing us to fix the
world. But one day God is going to judge this world, through Jesus. He'll deal with all of us who continue to
cause pain, resisting his forgiveness. And then he'll set everything right - even among the animals. Rather
than nature being red in tooth and claw, killing and being killed, it says in the Bible that on that day, even
the wolf will lie down with the lamb - like best buddies - and the lion will eat grass like an ox. Humans will
then truly care for the animals, because God's love will be at the centre of our city, the heart of all we do.
And that really is good news. It's part of why I follow Jesus now - so he can begin this healing in me, and I
can be a taste in the present of how life will work right when God runs the show. [Circle 5 - God Sets
Everything Right.]
Her. You talk too much.
Me. True, and this is only a paraphrase!
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3. BUSINESS TIME
Each module, we will use the middle session for business time. This centres on student contributions and
interaction. Let’s start by drawing names for which student will share in “Show and Tell” or “Kingdom
Taster” next module, before forming into groups to pray for our workmates and debrief the readings.
DRAWING FROM THE POOL OF NAMES, NEXT MODULE’S CONTRIBUTOR WILL BE …
SHOW & TELL: ______________________
or
KINGDOM TASTER: ___________________

3.1

Show & Tell and Kingdom Taster

Class Activity 9.3 … Show & Tell (5 mins)
Across this unit you will discover countless links and inspiring illustrations.
So, in this spot, it’s a chance for one student each week to share either:
1) An excellent resource that supports our efforts toward vocational stewardship;
2) An example or story that demonstrates vocational stewardship in action.

Class Activity 9.4 … Kingdom Taster (10 mins)
Sherman (2011, 23) shares the illustration of Baskin-Robbins pink spoons. Before the
average ice-cream eater is willing to fork out good cash to eat what you’re selling, they
want a taste. It’s not enough to describe the flavour. They need to see it, smell it, and
ultimately consume it.
In a similar way, being a workplace witness must extend beyond talking about shalom.
Our lives become a sample, with real substance, that invites our peers to taste and see that
God is good. To know that the Kingdom/reign of God has come near.
So, if it’s your turn to contribute, here’s what you need to do:
1) Take a photo of you and your pink spoon at your place or work or key vocation.
Email this to david.benson@malyon.edu.au, so he can display this while you’re sharing.
2) Tell us a bit about your vocation in its various dimensions: the nature of the work (daily tasks),
the context of the work (work environment and relationships), the product of the work (goods
and services), and the reward from the work (whether financial, relational, or environmental)?
(See the “kingdom gap” activity after this box for more.)
3) How do you offer a foretaste of the kingdom through your vocation? Share a story.
4) How can we pray for you, to better restrain sin and seek shalom? >> We’ll pray for you!
(Struggling to see these dimensions in action? Check out the story of Perry Bigelow,
as retold by Sherman (2011, 59-62.)
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One way of conceptualising your vocation is through “the Kingdom Gap.”
Try this:
1) Imagine your vocation was carried into the New Creation. Imagine that it reflected the fullness of
the Kingdom of God, where all the corrupting influences of sin are removed. (Some professions will
take more imagination than others.) Think about the following dimensions:
a. The nature of the work itself (i.e., the day-to-day tasks workers do in producing something—
entering data, fitting parts on an assembly line, consulting with clients, and so forth);
b. The context of the work (i.e.., the work environment and community among workers);
c. The product of the work (i.e., the central goods and/or services your business yields—computer
chips, financial advice, transportation, education, and so forth); and
d. The income/reward from the work (i.e., profits and pay from goods and services rendered)
2) Now, what is the current state of affairs? Again, consider each of the same dimensions: the nature,
context, product, and income of the work.
3) In God’s strength and prayerfully following His lead, how can I leverage my power and position to
close this Kingdom Gap? That is, how can I participate in healing action by restraining sin and
promoting shalom/flourishing? Again, seek God for particular actions you can do in each facet of
your vocation: nature, context, product, income.

Three new actions that I can start right now to bridge the Kingdom Gap as a sign of God’s shalom are:
 ________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________

You might find it helpful to map this onto a diagram like the following:
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3.2

Small Group Interaction

Class Activity 9.5 … Group Interaction (30 mins)
Each module we’ll break into the same small groups of ~3-4 people. You can join with who you like,
though it may help to find people with a similar type of work to you, aligned with Banks (1999, 22-26)
and Sherman (2011, 102-104), i.e., grouping by one of the seven types of God’s own work in the world:
A) REDEMPTIVE WORK: God’s saving and reconciling actions
B) CREATIVE WORK: God’s fashioning of the physical and human world
C) PROVIDENTIAL WORK: God’s provision for and sustaining of humans and the creation
D) JUSTICE WORK: God’s maintenance of justice
E) COMPASSIONATE WORK: God’s involvement in comforting, healing, guiding & shepherding
F) REVELATORY WORK: God’s work to enlighten with truth
Here’s the things you’re to work through:
1) A key stream for living your faith at work is through your kingdom ethics. To keep this in mind,
each module you are to read out-loud a portion from the Sermon on the Mount. What comes to
mind in your own context? Silently reflect for a minute on how to live this out. [5 minutes]
M1 = Mt 5:1-12
M5 = Mt 5:33-37
M9 = Mt 7:1-11

M2 = Mt 5:13-20 M3 = Mt 5:21-25 M4 = Mt 5:27-32
M6 = Mt 5:38-48 M7 = Mt 6:1-18
M8 = Mt 6:19-34
M10 = Mt 7:12-14 M11 = Mt 7:15-23 M12 = Mt 7:24-29

2) Choose 1-3 non-Christian peers on your occupational frontline.
Pray for them by name as you feel led. [5 minutes]
3) Which of the pre-readings did you engage? Share a brief summary of the key points, giving most
attention to the set-text and readings in the Unit Guide. (You may even find it helpful during this
time to divvy up the next module’s readings, so between you they’re all covered.) [5 minutes]
4) From what you read, debrief using these four aspects [10-15 minutes]
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for your vocational stewardship
-an application—something useful right now toward fruitfulness on your frontline
(It’s helpful to jot notes using these 4 themes (Q/C/I/A) as you read outside class. This helps you engage
what’s said, without getting too hung up on the details as you’re not examined on this. That said, each
journal entry you need to engage with the set text, and [MCE61] *one* of the optional readings.)
5) Discuss the related journal question for this module (for modules 4-12) [15 minutes], i.e.,
Journal #6 (re: module 9):
How well do you model Godly character and service in your vocation?
Modify the way you do one core task to better participate in God’s compassionate work.
6) On the odd chance you finish all this with time left, then have one group member share a current
story where you need “workplace wisdom”. Using the most basic model of theological
reflection—see, judge, act—work through these questions:
What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond?
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4. NATURE OF VOCATION AND RELATED ISSUES:
EMPOWERMENT, EQUITY, ENJOYMENT, EFFICIENCY

Additional Resources Module 9
The key focus in this session is Schuurman (2004, 162-165), exploring how we may restrain and
promote shalom through the nature of our work.
Beyond this, you may find the book by Perman (2014), What’s Best Next, helpful to think about
efficiency as a kingdom virtue that supports good stewardship of our vocational power.
As mentioned last module, the book and talk by Andy Crouch (2013) offers a solid frame for
biblical thinking about power and equity.
For a case-study of how the very nature of our work can be corrupted at its core, see Grant (2015)
on confirmation bias in journalism and research such as that which led many to believe that eating
chocolate reduces the risk of cancer. For insights into empowerment and working fairly in this kind
of corrupted and unjust world, see Wolterstorff (1983).

4.1

Mapping Your Territory (LICC, 2010)

Thus far we have considered ways that we may
participate in the compassionate work of God,
modelling godly character as part of a holistic
witness. This relates to our journal question for this
module:
How well do you model Godly character and
service in your vocation?
Modify the way you do one core task to better
participate in God’s compassionate work.
As we focus explicitly on the nature of our
vocation, it is helpful to take stock of our context.
Using the London Institute of Contemporary Christianity’s resource, “You and Your Frontline” (2010), and
additional questions from the “Transforming Work” discussion guide (subscribe here), it is timely for you to
“map your territory”.

Class Activity 9.6 – 15 minutes
Discuss your answers to the following questions:
(1) What are the key day-to-day tasks you do on your frontline?
(2) What does “good work” look like, and how does this offer a fore-taste of the kingdom? That is,
where have you seen God at work through the nature of your occupation?
(3) What are the key skills and character qualities required?
(4) What are the major challenges I presently face in the nature of my vocation?
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(5) How would you rate the quality of what you do, the products or services your organisation
provides?
(6) How would you rate the quality of your own work?
(7) How do your bosses rate your performance?
(8) What are you happy about?
(9) Where do you see opportunities for improvement in your work performance?
(10)What hopes do you hold for the next year, changing the way you work, or kind of work you do?

Reflection Activity 9.3 – Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the question below, ticking off the related boxes
of the unit guide.
#9.3 In response to class activity 9.6 (above), what does “good work” look like, and how does this offer
a taste of the kingdom? Where have you seen God at work through the nature of your occupation?

4.2

The Nature of Vocation

Dorothy Sayers, in her essay “Why Work?” (1942, 8; emphasis mine) said the following:
The Church’s approach to an intelligent carpenter is usually confined to exhorting him not to be
drunk and disorderly in his leisure hours, and to come to church on Sundays. What the Church
should be telling him is this: that the very first demand that his religion makes upon him is that he
should make good tables. … No piety in the worker will compensate for work that is not true to
itself; for any work that is untrue to its own technique is a living lie. …
… the living and eternal truth is expressed in work only so far as that work is true in itself, to itself,
to the standards of its own technique. She [the church] has forgotten that the secular vocation is
sacred. Forgotten that a building must be good architecture before it can be a good church; that a
painting must be well painted before it can be a good sacred picture; that work must be good work
before it can call itself God’s work. Let the Church remember this: that every maker and worker is
called to serve God in his profession or trade—not outside it.”
֍ Discuss. Do you agree? Why should the Tsaddiqim care about the quality of their work? In what way,
if any, is this the responsibility of the church? How might your church leadership support “good work”?
In Module 12 we will return to focus upon seeking fruitfulness on the frontline through the way we make
good work, attending to the product of our vocation. We participate with God at work when we:
 Bring order
 Bring joy
 Make provision
 Bring beauty
 Release potential
Presently, however, we need to focus in on the nature of our work, and how we may restrain sin and
promote shalom.
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Schuurman (2004, 162-165) follows Romans 12:2 in suggesting the following:
To view one’s work in terms of divine calling transforms work in two ways, each of which is crucial
in modern times: (i) It infuses work with religious meaning, leading to integration of one’s life, and
(2) it requires constant ethical assessment of the products and processes of work. Like Christ,
Christians are called to be participants in God’s name in this world. But as we participate in the
world, we must discern good from evil, and promote what is good while resisting what is evil
Thus, vocation creates meaning in the work itself, infusing even mundane tasks with the understanding that
through our labour we may love God, love others, grow oneself as an image bearer, and cultivate the
world, bringing out its latent potentialities. Through the nature of our vocation, we can join God in working
for shalom and salvation, hammering in nails alongside Christ the carpenter. Using our gifts “as unto the
Lord” brings significance to the daily grind (Eph 6:7; Col 3:23).
And, vocation calls for transformation in the work itself, better utilising our skills and abilities to serve
holistic flourishing through a quadruple bottom line. We must identity and seek to rectify deadening
routines. In turn, through the nature of our vocation we must seek to offer empowerment and agency,
responsibility, input, opportunity for development, productivity with genuine purpose, and meaningful
participation even down to shaping the tasks we do and time-frames for delivery. Utilising worker
knowledge is key, forming a community of interdependence. As Schuurman (2004, 165) says,
Though managers must balance workers’ development and job satisfaction with the productivity
and profitability of the company, their calling is to facilitate the exercise of vocation of the workers.
For work to be a vocation, it must not be alienating, dehumanizing work. Every job has its tedious,
unpleasant, distasteful parts. Vocation invites us to do even these "for the Lord,” and see them as
holy. But it also challenges us to think creatively about job design and employee participation so
that gifts are used as effectively as possible for the common good.
֍ What stands out to you most in Schuurman’s points above? What does this look like on your frontline,
and what changes might you make in response to transform the work itself?
As we have previously explored, Sherman (2011, 102-104) and Banks (1999, 22-26) highlight that the
nature of our work has intrinsic value. Through our efforts and tasks, we can participate in God’s own work:







Redeeming: participating with God’s saving and reconciling actions
Creating: participating with God’s fashioning of the physical and human world
Providing: participating with God’s provision for and sustaining of humans and the creation
Judging: participating with God’s maintenance of justice
Caring: participating with God’s involvement in comforting, healing, guiding and shepherding (as
we have emphasised in the first session this module, God’s compassionate work)
Revealing: participating with God’s work to enlighten with truth

The discussion guide for “Transforming Work” (LICC 2014, 27) offers another frame for considering the
nature of our vocation. They ask: What does good work look like?
In short, they suggest that it includes any work done:
 Wholeheartedly in service to God (Col 3:23)
 In God’s image (Gen 1:26)
 To God’s glory (Mat 5:16), and
 In God’s strength (Dt 8:17-18)
The following paragraphs are taken directly from this source, fleshing out each marker of good work:
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1 – ‘Wholeheartedly in service to God’: what can we learn from the way God worked at Creation?
God’s purpose was to create a context in which people could flourish.
֍ Can you see how the goods or services produced through your work help others to flourish?
As God created, he brought order out of chaos, worked in a rhythm of creation and rest, made provision,
produced joy, created beauty and released potential.
֍ How are these characteristics of God’s work reflected in your own?
2 - ‘In his image’: what can we learn from the way God is working redemptively?
Our rebellion at the Fall damaged key relationships between God, ourselves, our work and creation itself.
Jesus’ work of salvation through the cross offers a measure of healing, and our work can be instrumental in
that.
֍ Can you see ways in which your work can bring healing where the world has been damaged?
3 - ‘To his glory’: how can our work point others towards God?
Seeing ourselves as God’s children in our workplace helps us to grow in confidence that he cares not only
about us and our work, but about those we work alongside. Acknowledging the place that God plays in our
life and work, with sensitivity and winsomeness, will help others to see through whatever good work we
do, and how we do it, to the God we serve.
֍ What sort of opportunities might you have to point others towards God through the work you do?
4 - ‘In his strength’: how does God’s inspiration affect the work we do?
Right from the point of creation, the ‘breath of God’, his inspiration, has been available for people who
work in his service—in all sorts of work.
֍ What difference does God’s Holy Spirit make to your work and those to whom you relate at work?

4.3

Related Issues: Empowerment, Equity, Enjoyment, Efficiency

Clearly, living toward a kingdom vision through the very nature of
our work introduces a number of tensions. Empowering workers
and seeking equity in employment and enjoyment in everyday
routines is ideal. But what does this mean when profits are down or
shareholders are unhappy? When the routines and tasks required to
make widgets in the factory simply are boring, even alientating and
dehumanising? If the call to love your workers and the customers
they serve collides with the demands of efficiently making a coffee,
to get the job done and send your clientele happily on their way?
Sometimes a Christian vision for the workplace sounds like utopianism, irrelevant to the cut and
thrust of a modern workplace and the survival-of-the-fittest rigours of a dog-eat-dog economy.
Perman (2014) in his book, What’s Best Next: How the Gospel Transforms the Way You Get Things
Done, helps us redeem words like efficiency, and competition from a kingdom perspective. As he
explains, “Productivity isn't just about getting more things done. It’s about getting the right
things done—the things that count, make a difference, and move the world forward.” But how?
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4.3.1 What’s Best Next in 500 Words:
Gospel Driven Productivity in a Nutshell (Perman 2014, 329-330)
We need to look to God to define for us what productivity is, rather than to simply subscribe to the
ambiguous concept of “what matters most.” For God is what matters most.
When we do this, we don’t enter a realm of spiritual weirdness, as we might fear. Good secular thinking
remains relevant as a gift of God’s common grace. Neither do we enter a realm of overspiritualization
where the things we do every day don’t matter.
Instead, the things we do every day take on even greater significance because they are avenues through
which we serve God and others. In fact, the gospel teaches us that the good of others is to be the main
motive in all that we do and chief criterion by which we determine “what’s best next.” This is not only right,
but also is the best way to be productive, as the best business thinkers are showing. More important, when
we do this in God’s power and as an offering to him, he is glorified and shown to be great in the world.
In order to be most effective in this way in our current era of massive overload and yet incredible
opportunity, we need to do four things to stay on track and lead and manage our lives effectively:
1. Define [Know What’s Most Important:
Ch. 11 What’s Your Mission? How Not to Waste Your Life … setting a God-centred direction for your life
Ch. 12 Finding Your Life Calling … discovering why you are here, and how vision differs from mission
Ch. 13 Clarifying Your Roles … our roles are not simply areas of responsibility, but callings from God]

2. Architect [Create a Flexible Structure:
Ch. 14 Setting Up Your Week … the (almost) missing component in GTD
Ch. 15 Creating the Right Routines … the six routines you need to have]

3. Reduce [Free Up Your Time for What’s Most Important:
Ch. 16 The Problem With Full System Utilization … avoiding the ringing effect and why you need to reduce
Ch. 17 The Art of Making Time … delegating, eliminating, automating, and deferring in the right way
Ch. 18 Harnessing the Time Killers … harnessing multitasking, interruptions, and procrastination]

4. Execute [Do What’s Most Important:
Ch. 19 Weekly Planning … if you can do only one thing, this is it
Ch. 20 Managing Email and Workflow … the five steps for processing your work
Ch. 21 Managing Projects and Actions … how to connect your actions to your life, so they actually get done
Ch. 22 Daily Execution … Nine principles for making things happen every day]

The result of doing these things is not only our own increased peace of mind and ability to get things done,
but also the transformation of the world by the gospel because it is in our everyday vocations that we take
our faith into the world and the light of the gospel shines we say and in what we do (Matt. 5:16).
IF YOU TAKE ONLY FIVE PRODUCTIVITY PRACTICES AWAY FROM THIS BOOK:
Learning and especially implementing productivity practices can be hard. It is easy to forget what we
learned or forget how to apply it. One remedy is to keep coming back to this book. But if you can take away
only five things from this book, take these:
1. Foundation: Look to God, in Jesus Christ, for your purpose, security, and guidance in all of life.
2. Purpose: Give your whole self to God (Rom. 12:1 —2), and then live for the good of others to his
glory to show that he is great in the world.
3. Guiding principle: Love your neighbor as yourself. Treat others the way you want them to treat you.
Be proactive in this and even make plans to do good.
4. Core strategy: Know what’s most important and put it first.
5. Core tactic: Plan your week, every week! Then, as things come up throughout the day, ask, “Is this
what’s best next?” Then, either do them right away or, if you can’t, slot them into your calendar or
actions list so that you will be sure to do them at the right time.
+++
Perman offers considerable wisdom for faithful and fruitful work. Nevertheless, the tensions remain in our
concern for efficiency and empowerment, equity and enjoyment.
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Rather than write more about it, the rest of the class is about asking you questions and inviting your stories
to see what it looks like on your frontline. God-willing, it may focus how we seek shalom in the nature of
our vocation, stewarding our talents as the Tsaddiqim.

Class Activity 9.7 – 30 minutes
To start with, think of a genuine scenario on your frontline where issues of empowerment, equity,
enjoyment and/or efficiency arose, especially where they caused tension. Tell this story to another.
Then, either in pairs or fours, explore three or more of the following questions, many from above:
֍ What do empowerment, equity and enjoyment look like on your frontline?
֍ What role does efficiency play in your workplace, and what wisdom do you have for balancing
efficiency, productivity and profit with the desire for empowerment, equity and enjoyment?
֍ How does the nature of your vocation create meaning through the work itself?
֍ How does the nature of your vocation require transformation, to restrain sin and promote shalom
through the work itself?
֍ Which of Banks’s 6 types of God’s work brings you the most joy in your vocation?
֍ How do you participate with God in this action (redeeming, creating, providing, judging, caring, or
revealing), and what does “good work” look like in this capacity?
֍ Following LICC’s Transforming Work framework above (pp22-23), how would you rate your work in
terms of being done
… wholeheartedly in service to God
… in God’s image
… to God’s glory
… in God’s strength
֍ How does the nature of your work contribute to holistic flourishing?
֍ How can your work bring healing where the world has been damaged?
֍ What sort of opportunities do you have to point others towards God through the work you do?
֍ What difference does God’s Holy Spirit make to your work in the day-to-day routine?
֍ How could you modify the way you do one core task to better participate in God’s work?
… Finish by praying for each other in pairs: Where do you need God’s help at the moment? What do you
sense is God’s heart for your workplace and those you work alongside right now? What is the most
strategic area you feel God is calling you to focus on proactively at this time?

Reflection Activity 9.4 – Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the question below, ticking off the related boxes
of the unit guide.
#9.4 In response to class activity 9.7, answer any two of the questions above.
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5. CLOSING PRAYER AND PREPARATION FOR NEXT CLASS
The Lord’s (or Disciples’) Prayer, based on Matthew 6:9-13, is an important practice that has drifted off the
radar for many Christians. And yet, it is a core and sustaining discipline. It is a gift guiding our vocations.
So, each module, we’ll finish by praying this together. After this, I will pray a blessing over you, drawn from
Garber (2014, 239) or various prayers in Nelson (2011, 31, 48, 61, 98, 118-119, 160, 182-183, 200). Across
this course, it is my hope that you will form some unique practices (spiritual habits) that direct your heart
and working routine toward your kingdom calling.
Our Father in Heaven,
Holy is your name.
Your Kingdom come,
Your will be done,
On Earth as in Heaven.
Give us today our daily bread,
And forgive us our sins,
As we forgive those who sin against us.
Lead us not into temptation,
But deliver us from evil.
For yours is the Kingdom,
The power and the glory,
Now and forever,
Amen.
Moses’ Closing Prayer (Nelson 2011, 31; Ps 90-16-17):

Let your work be shown to your servants,
and your glorious power to their children.
Let the favor of the Lord our God be upon
us, and establish the work of our hands
upon us; yes, establish the work of
our hands! (Ps. 90:16-17)

Avodah. May your work and worship
be one in glorifying God this week.1

1

See Nelson 2011, 26-27. Avodah derives from ‘abad, first used in Genesis 2:5, 15 where tilling the garden is spiritual
service akin to dressing the altar, living all of life before the face of God (coram Deo). Cf. avodah in Ex 35:21.
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Forum Activity
For each of modules 4 through 12 of the course, please submit a 200 word forum post, comprising:
(a) A personal response to the assigned vocational question emerging from the module notes.
This response must engage with the set text—and one optional reading for MCE61/D—and centre
on a story from your frontline.
(b) Forum interaction with at least one other student that advances the conversation, perhaps
through a comment or question.
The 9 posts and forum interactions are together to be submitted as one word.doc online for
Assessment Requirements 2a & 2b. (Check the criteria!) However, to ensure you are tracking with
the material, and that distance and class students journey together, you are required to post these
responses to Moodle within the week after the Module is completed.
For each Moodle Module (4-12), I’ve set up a forum bubble.

The next question to which you will respond is:
Journal #6 (re: module 9):
How well do you model Godly character and service in your vocation? Modify the way you do
one core task to better participate in God’s compassionate work.
You should have discussed this forum question in your small group during this module’s middle
session (“Business Time”).

All students respond on the Moodle Forum (200 words)
֎

Preparation for Next Week …
 Forum post work (as per the unit guide assessment requirement) both addressing the set
question, and interacting with others. Post this to Moodle before next class.
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide lecture schedule. The set-text is the minimum. Divvy up the
other readings with your small group, and come ready to share on each of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for your vocational stewardship
-an application—something useful right now toward fruitfulness on your frontline
 If it’s your turn, come prepared for show & tell to share a helpful resource or inspirational
story that demonstrates vocational stewardship in action.
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your kingdom taster, sending your “Pink icecream-spoon at Work” photo to david.benson@malyon.edu.au.
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